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F

irst and foremost, libraries are a
place of sharing resources with the
community. ‘Books are our best friends’,
‘Libraries are the temples of knowledge’;
we commonly heard these phrases when
we were children. From the much-loved
smell of old books to the latest digital data
mining softwares, libraries have come a
long way. It is now needed to stay abreast
of the latest technology to be relevant and
serve communities and book-lovers better.
In Ancient and Medieval India,
libraries were established by rulers
and noble patrons. Universities such
as those at Nalanda, Takshashila, and
Vikramashila were known for their vast
libraries. During the British period, many
libraries were opened for common people
of the country. They also established
libraries such as the library of Royal
Asiatic Society, Kolkata; Asiatic Society
Library, Mumbai; Calcutta Public
Library, Kolkata; J. N. Petit Institute,
Mumbai; Connemara Public Library,
Chennai; Khuda Bakhsh Oriental
Public Library, Patna; Oriental Research
Institute Library, Mysore; and Bhandarkar
Oriental Research Institute, Pune. In the
post-Independence era, libraries have
become an integral part of institutions of
learning and research in India.
In the pre-Information Communication Technology (ICT) era, almost
all libraries contained neatly written/
typed catalogue cards, borrowing cards,
list of indexes, books, and several other

types of documents for
preservation. It was a big
challenge to organize,
preserve, and disseminate
these to the right people,
in the right way, at the right
time. Nowadays, it is even
more challenging to sift
the right information from
the available material in the
electronic world.

Present Scenario
Libraries are revolving along
with technology, offering
e-Books, music, movies, etc.
The real focus of every library
is information. Information is
stored in books, periodicals,
magazines,
and
online
sources. Therefore, libraries
and librarians have to become
experts in organizing and
understanding how to get the
right information.

Librarians and the New
Information Paradigm

I

f you want to destroy a civilization,
destroy its libraries.

With the coming of personal computers
and new concepts of indexing, like
citation index, the universe of academic
knowledge was shrunk through artificial
ways. In the current scenario, the
accessible information can be grouped as:
entertainment information (YouTube and
the likes), neighbourhood information
(Google maps, city directories, etc),
vanity information (social networking
information), and academic information.
The last category could be further
categorized as entry-level academic and
higher academic. Publishing houses are
holding on to academic information.

Impact on Users
The Internet has already proved its impact
on information users’ reading and learning
behaviour. They are constrained neither by
the publishers nor the librarians. In fact, the
new information scenario has brought to
the fore the four categories of information
users: front-end users, laggards, beginners
and others. It is the loss of front-end users,
which will affect the librarians in the long
run, and an attempt has to be made to
recapture them in our fold. The other user
categories need training assistance and the
librarians have to stand by them.

Future Functions of the
Librarians
Where does this leave the
librarians in the information
game? What do we plan for
in the future?
Librarians
have
earmarked for themselves
four functions: selection,
acquisition,
classification,
and retrieval—of which,
selection, classification, and retrieval have
been taken over by the search engines.
The sheer enormity of information has
deluged the librarians. It has left us with
only the acquisition function, in terms
of any control. As publishers compete in
a challenging market, they are ready to
reach out to the readers directly.
Our services perhaps are not as much
required by the front-end users of the
Internet. Others who are new entrants,
who have not been able to cope with the
change, need us. Also, there could be a large
contingent of sceptics who would want to
set their own rules. We can join them on
the open source movement, we can run
alternative search sources, evolve our own
certificate to validate the quality—not
through ranking, by being ‘watch dogs’,
critique the information domain, podcast
your views, and also specialize in handling
knowledge management tools, such as
data mining for the front-end users. As the
paradigms do not change overnight, there
would be a need for dealing with print for
many years.

Burn them!
Bury them!

And the latest method, neglect them!

Father of library science of India:
Dr S. R. Ranganathan

An Action Plan
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Maintain essential services for the users.
Re-assess the readership and make
fresh user surveys.
Adopt RFID, if possible, to ease some
of the circulation routines and also
help with classification/retrieval of the
physical book on the shelf.
Help beginners and slow learners
become comfortable with information
technology and other systems.
Ensure wireless connectivity to the
Internet, if this is not in place already.
With this a library could be promoted
as an idea space, discussion place, etc.,
to make it a ‘happening place’.
Educate the institutions’ authorities
about the need for treating library
acquisitions as expenditure items and
not as assets. This would make book
withdrawals easy and help in keeping
the collection tidy.
Run a web server from the library or
at least some web services. Plan to use
the information for devising valueadded products. Learn to podcast,
run alerts and RSS services.
Create an internal Knowledge
Management (KM) system with
institutional repository software for
the academic staff and master the
functions of data mining, and more.

In the new information world, keywords for us are ‘engage’ and ‘manoeuvre’.
Engage the readers, be informed to
prescribe the readings, and suggest
the options, to ensure the relevance of
your library.

Libraries, since their addition to the
human civilization, have enjoyed
a love-hate relationship with the
authority. While a section of them,
developed and honed the libraries
and used them efficiently; the other
considered them as a hindrance and
burned or buried them.
Libraries in India today have been
relegated to obscure, reductive
concepts, which formerly used to
be keys to the past and gateway to
the future. With more and more
libraries lacking funds to replenish
their collections, update their
maintenance systems and even
repair the dilapidated spaces, the
day is perhaps not very far when
these heritage libraries will become
just another landmark to an address.
It is heartening to see the other side
of the moon too. Perhaps, what
we lost in print-books libraries, we
gained in technology-driven ones.
Today, we have several formats of
libraries ranging from university
to school libraries; community to
private libraries; digital to audio
libraries. There are organizations like
INFIBNET, DELNET and others,
which have not only networked all
the libraries of the world, but also
made books visible on our computer
screens. Now, one can even access
libraries in a faraway land by buying
subscriptions on the mobile phones,
through apps like Overdrive. Such
is the headway we have made in
several parts of the world.
In this issue of Reading Corner, we
bring to you an article by a young
librarian as well as five interviews
of veteran librarians from across
the country. We believe that it is
the duty of every citizen to valorize
and celebrate this professional
community who are keeping the
flame of knowledge burning for us.

Trisha De Niyogi
Dr G. Venkata Nagaiah
Assistant Librarian
Institute of Public Enterprise,
Hyderabad
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NEW LEAVES, NEW NARRATIVES

culture

Bhagavata: A Southern
Narrative?

culture
art

W

T

he Unexplored Kingdom:
People and Folk Cultures of
Bhutan by Subrata Sanyal takes
the reader on a journey through
the rich cultural and ethnic
heritage of Bhutan, the Land of
the Thunder Dragon. Over the
centuries, the basic character of
the people and their lifestyles
have remained unchanged
despite political overturns. Even
as we penetrate to the core of
the country, we still remain
astonished by the unparallelled
beauty of Bhutan, its culture,
and its people.

ith the exception of
the work done in the
Sultanates of the Deccan,
relatively little attention has gone
to the paintings in the southern
parts of India. Even rarer has been
the fact of a complete, surviving
manuscript from the south being
taken in hand and studied with
such rigour.
It is said, ‘Those who have
drunk with their ears even a
single syllable of the story of
the Bhagavata are freed from the
cycle of birth and death’.
This book from Mysore—
B.N. Goswami’s The Great
Mysore Bhagavata—presents the
tales of the great and sacred text,
the Bhagavata Purana (till the

travel

Tenth Book), in a way that at each step the painters seem to have been
aware of the importance of the text itself. The Purana they were engaging
with has a very special place in the heart of devotees, there being the
belief that the Bhagavata ‘is equal in status to the Veda’.
There are leaps of imagination here that take one’s breath away, and
the episodes picked up by its great but unnamed illustrators are explored
in dense, brilliant detail.

The Road Less Travelled

F

ilmmaker Goutam Ghose
was part of the Central Asian
expedition organized by Major
H.P.S. Ahluwalia in 1994, the
first of its kind. They undertook
an arduous journey of 14,000 km
through Central Asia, China,
and Tibet, tracing the ancient
trade route. Ghose captured this
once-in-a-lifetime adventure as
a five-part series in 1996, in his

film Beyond the Himalayas. The
book is a pictorial chronicle of
Ghose’s incredible experience on
the Silk Route. His lens captures
breathtaking visuals of a less
travelled road, the tapestry of
history, travel anecdotes, local
legends, and titanic characters
that lend a cinematic quality to
the whole narrative.

S

ocioliterary
Cultures
in
South Asia by Professor
Anisur Rahman presents 17
studies on authors, texts, and
issues that represent different
secular traditions, imaginative
landscapes,
and
realistic
configurations. It examines
texts from India, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Bangladesh, and
Sri Lanka, to represent a larger
kaleidoscope of ancient and
modern heritages.
dance

Goutam Ghose and Micheal Haggiag’s book presents a sweeping view of the enchanting silk route.
— UNI

A Man of Many Roles
biography

textiles

T

he
transition
from
nawabi to colonial rule
in Bengal has been beautifully
documented in the weaves of
the Baluchari textiles of Bengal,
especially
saris.
Baluchars
by Jasleen Dhamija, richly
illustrated, featuring around
200 photographs, delineates
the rich and varied history of
this unique art form and how it
travelled from Murshidabad to
Bishnupur, to Benares, and to
museums all around the world.

P

resenting the many facets of Bachchan—the actor, the struggler,
the family man, the businessman, the politician, the activist and
above all, the fighter—with a collection of rare and never-seen-before
photographs, paintings, sketches and movie stills, Amitabh Bachchan: A
Kaleidoscope is a must-read for every Big B fan as well as every art and
cinema aficionado.

K

athak: The Dance of
Storytellers explores the
philosophical and practical
aspects of Kathak dance—
its origin, development, and
techniques.
Investigating this compelling
dance style from cultural and
historical perspectives, the
book delves into the essential
principles of Kathak, its schools
and major artists, the format of
Kathak performance, repertoire,
Kathak music, predominant
trends in training, and the
system of practice through the
lens of theory and application.
A rare resource, the text is a
comprehensive read for dancers,
teachers, and Kathak lovers.
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Does the City make Sense?

fiction

fiction/translation

fiction/translation

architecture / satire

B
S

ometimes architectural, sometimes
cultural, but frequently facetious and
farcical, Delirious City, authored by the award
winning architect Gautam Bhatia, imitates
life in the Indian city.
Conceived of a grainy combination of
despair and delight that afflicts the residents
of every Indian city, the book is as much a
collision of various mediums as it is of mixed
messages, concocted out of a desperate urge
to make sense of the City, its residents, their
aspirations, and their perennial expectations.
Bitter tragedy, urban despair, and personal
desire emerge in daily urban encounters and
manifest a euphoric edge, often yielding to
subversive comedy.
The aim of the narrative is to rile
and provoke the reader by describing
our civic reality with a disparate arc of
writing, drawing, painting, sculpture,
and architecture, and relieve the
mood in satire.

Monuments of Expression
architecture

reaking Paths presents
the stories inspired from
real life incidents, of eighteen
strong women who are fighters
of their circumstances and
winners, determined in their
refusal to accept conventional
limitations, and courageous
in their acceptance of the
consequences.
Much of author Meera
Khanna’s voluntary work is in
the field of gender rights, which
has perhaps honed her skill
to spot the unique story of an
empowered woman.
Covering a wide social
spectrum, some of these women
break a stereotype with a drastic
action. And there are some who,
without rippling the waters,
ostensibly carve a space for
themselves.
Narrated in lucid language,
the stories meander along
unbeaten tracks, striking hard at
the reader’s soul with a note of
optimism and thrill.

T

he Story of the Timepiece,
a collection of short
stories
by
award-winning
writer S.K. Pottekkat, aptly
showcases the author’s penchant
for melding realism with
romanticism. Written in the
author’s unique style, both
prosaic and poetic, these stories
depict complex characters
and human relationships in
realistic, everyday situations,
often reflecting the social
consciousness of the preIndependence period.

self-help

यह पुस्तक हमारी सं पत्ति और सुरक्षा से
सं बं धित उन महत्वपूर्ण क्षेत्रों पर प्रकाश
डालती है और जहां समुदाय और व्यक्ति
द्वारा निभाई गई सक्रिय भूमिका अपराध
को रोक सकती है। इस पुस्तक में दी गई
सलाह के बिदं ु वास्तव में ज्ञान के शब्द हैं जो
नागरिकों की सुरक्षा सुनिश्चित करने में एक
लं बा रास्ता तय करेंगे।

T

he Churches of India
takes the reader on a
fascinating journey through
India to discover the history
and architecture of the
country’s Christian churches,
with fine illustrations and an
informative, easy-to-read text.
Complemented by over 300
photographs, this absorbing
book is the most comprehensive
work on the churches of India
to date. This book has been
authored by Joanne Taylor,
bestselling author of The
Forgotten Palaces of Calcutta and
The Great Houses of Calcutta:
Their Antecedents, Precedents,
Splendour and Portents

O

riginally
written
in
Bengali
as
Phoenix,
translated by Tutun Mukherjee,
The Parrot Green Saree, explores
the relationship between mother
and daughter. Bipasha, though
a successful academician, finds
herself estranged from her
daughter, Rohini. But why was
Rohini returning after so many
years? What did she want from
her mother? Were things going
to take a turn for the worse? Or
would this be the beginning of
an unexpected bond?

dance

प्रस्तुत पुस्तक में ख्यातिप्राप्त नृत्य-समीक्षक
लीला वेंकटरमन ने भारतीय शास्त्रीय नृत्य�पों के विभिन्न पहलुओ ं को उजागर किया
है। सभी शास्त्रीय नृत्य-�पों को उनकी
वििवधता में समेटती हुई यह कलाकारों,
इतिहासकारों, नृत्य के प्रशिक्षुओ,ं गुरुओं
सहित उन सभी के लिए अत्यंत उपयोगी है
जो भारतीय सं स्कृ ति के इस मनोहारी जगत
से रू-ब-रू होना चाहते हैं।
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biography

J

oginder Paul’s stories in Land
Lust offer poignant glimpses
of the unequal multiracial
relations in colonial Kenya.
Translated from the original
Urdu, they evoke insightful
moments of compassion from
within the harsh xenophobic
environs. The writer deftly and
gently asserts the dignity of
the black people by including
their voice and predicament in
these stories.
fiction

M

uhammad Ali Jinnah:
A journey from India
to Pakistan brings forth an
objective account of Jinnah’s
career. It is a departure from
the conventional scholarship
on Jinnah; it rather foregrounds
the less talked about legal and
municipal activities in Bombay,
and his friendships outside the
Muslim League. It also traces
how Jinnah developed a more
radical viewpoint, resulting in
the creation of Pakistan.

T

he
Broken
Amoretti
welcomes the reader to the
world of Prembajar, or literally
the ‘Love Market’, where love
takes new forms and gives new
meanings to life.
A diary is discovered, with a
cryptic poem inside that Saoli
and Parush must decipher.

fiction/translation

O

n 13 April 1919, under the command
of Colonel Reginald Dyer, troops of the
British Indian Army fired rifles into a crowd of
Indians who had gathered in Jallianwala Bagh,
Amritsar, Punjab. 1650 rounds were fired;
thousands of innocents were killed.
On the occasion of the centenary of the
Jallianwala Bagh massacre, Rakhshanda Jalil,
a literary historian and translator from Urdu
and Hindi, has put together this volume—
Jallianwala Bagh: Literary Responses in Prose and
Poetry—highlighting India’s creative response to
this abominable action against humanity.
Through this selection of prose and poetry—
the direct outcome of this horrific event and an
introduction that traces the history of events
leading to the massacre—Rakhshanda Jalil
attempts to open a window into the world of
possibilities that literature offers to reflect,
interpret, and analyze events of momentous
historical import.
A collection that can pave the way for
further research.

Words, Power and Guns

Love has No Labels
fiction

100 Years of the
Jallianwala Bagh
Massacre

Why
did
Sairandhri,
Parush’s mother, not let him
marry Bitasta? And then, why
was Bitasta the only person she
wanted to see on her death bed?
It breaks Saoli’s heart when
she unearths a love story—one
that did not find its place in
society, and got relegated to the
pages of a diary, closeted and
discarded.
As Saoli and Parush decode
the past and discover their real
identities, the reader realizes
that love cannot be chained by
stereotypes.
Saoli aptly says—‘when
it comes to love, the gender
or the social relation is so
irrelevant that you may land
up loving anyone, if you’re true
to yourself.’
‘Unusually bold narrative …
Almost lyrical in nature’
– The Times of India

N

arrated
from
the
perspective
of
an
innocent rural youth, Asim
Mukhopadhyay’s Half Man is
set in the heart of the Naxalite
Movement in Bengal. A hardhitting and brutally honest
narrative, it also focuses on
the repression of the displaced
people in MP and Maharashtra
during the Narmada Bachao
Andolan in Gujarat.
fiction

fiction

fiction

P

risoners of Revolution: a
political novel unfolds the
narrative of the Naxalbari
Movement—how it unravelled
through six momentous years
from 1967 to 1973 in Babulpur,
a microcosmic representation of
rural Bengal.
It offers a conscious
commentary on how social
inequality threatens the core
of democracy with anarchy,
and destroys everything and
everyone in its way.
A novel characterized by a
gripping sense of suspense, thrill,
action, drama, and romance.

A Man of Action, Dharma and Commitment: Morarji Desai

M

orarji Desai strode tall on
the stage of Indian politics
for the major part of his life. The
only recipient of the highest
civilian honour from both India
and Pakistan—Bharat Ratna
and
Nishan-e-Pakistan—he
strove to bring about lasting
peace between these two
countries. Morarji Desai: A
Profile in Courage captures
the quintessence of Morarji
through the various phases of his
distinguished career giving us a
true insight in to his inordinate
persona of a statesman.

biography

Passion vs
Paycheck

H

ave you ever wondered—‘I
have a dream, but what
should I do about it?’ Captive
of his pay package, EMI, and
social status, Sanjay is unable
to follow his passion, until one
day, when up against the roar
of a tiger in Naxal-affected
Chhattisgarh, he finally decides
to take a leap of faith. The only
book on quarter life crisis this
text is heartwarming, witty, and
honest. Sanchit Gupta’s Second
Wind is the story of the dreamer
within each one of us.
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All on the Same Page

Though different in their character and functioning,
these libraries across the country seem to be on the same page.
Satabdi

Co-founder

Walking Bookfairs
An independent library and
community space based in
Bhubaneswar, Odisha
About the importance of such libraries, she says,
A country like India needs physical bookstores and
libraries in every community and every neighbourhood,
because millions of people still do not have access to books
and reading. Walking BookFairs has travelled more than
30,000 kilometers across 20 states of India, bringing
books to thousands of people in villages, towns, and cities.
We believe books are for everybody and books should
reach everybody.
About her choice of an important Niyogi Books title,
she says,
I recommend Samboli!
from Niyogi Books to all
book lovers interested in
Indian writing. This is a
powerful book and I am so
glad for Niyogi’s new imprint
Thornbird that brings these
must-read books to readers
throughout the country.

Ahalya Momamya

Usha Munjo Munshi

Chief Librarian

India International Centre
A premier cultural institution
library based in New Delhi
About the importance of such libraries, she says,
Libraries are social institutions that constitute to be an
integral part of the robust structure of the society. It is the
libraries alone that support the free flow of the information
and general readings for the users. The institutional library is
the backbone of the literary and scholarly works for its users,
facilitating what it has, reaching out to other libraries to get
what its users want, and building a demand-based collection.
About her choice of an important Niyogi Books title,
she says,
Though I have read several Niyogi books, the latest being Half
Man, but the book that left an impression on my mind since I
read it is, The Tree with
a Thousand Apples
by Sanchit Gupta. I
correlate myself with this
story (being from that
part of the country which
is the central theme of the
book), which is based and
inspired by true events. A
story of culture, revenge,
etc., it is extremely well
narrated, thus gripping
till the end. Well done
Sanchit!

Sree Kumar Nair

Senior Librarian

Christ University
A University library based
in Bengaluru, Karnataka
About the importance of such libraries, he says,
With four libraries spread across three campuses in Bangalore,
the libraries at Christ provide a quality collection of print
and digital resources for its users. We facilitate the creation of
knowledge and create a conducive environment for teaching,
learning, and research.
About his choice of
an important Niyogi
Books title, he says,
Thanjavur:
A
Cultural History as
it has breathtaking
photographs
with
historical references and
cultural contributions
of Thanjavur city, is a
must-read for all.

Deepika Mehta

Co-founder

Librarian, Senior School

Trilogy

Shiv Nadar School

A bookstore and a library based in
Mumbai, Maharashtra
About the importance of such libraries, she says,
We have always believed that the best way to really encourage
reading is to build a meaningful relationship with readers
and constantly refresh the collection, so it stays relevant.
About her choice of an important Niyogi Books title,
she says,
Among many Niyogi titles, we love the Crafts Atlas of
India. This is one title that we are always proud to show
to readers, especially those who want a comprehensive and
well-produced guide to the many fascinating crafts of India.

A school library based in
Gurugram, Haryana
About the importance of such libraries, she says,
As an institution, Shiv Nadar School Gurgaon has given its
library the freedom to inspire students in every sphere, which
has led to an amazing and ongoing collection of books. It is
our sincere endeavour to build a knowledge base, which shall
enrich the learning experience for the students.
About her choice of an important Niyogi Books title,
she says,
Each Niyogi Book is an irresistible temptation because of
its extensive research, fabulous photography and absolutely
amazing presentation. Some of the books that slip off my
tongue are; Invisible City: The Hidden Monuments in Delhi,
Tracing Marco Polo’s Journey: The Silk Route, Higher Than
Everest: Memoirs of a Mountaineer, Blood Sweat and Tears,
Zohra Seghal ‘Fatty’, M. F. Hussain: A Pictorial Tribute,
Mohammed Rafi: Gods Own Voice and Lata Mangeshkar: In
Her Own Voice. One of my favourite book to date has been
the Craft Atlas of India for its intricately woven research
and stupendous presentation.

A salute to all the librarians who foster the dissemination of knowledge across civilizations...

EVENTS

Discovering Science in Fiction

Book Launch of Beyond the
Himalayas

fiction/translation

Rajat Chaudhuri, was invited
to talk about biotechnology
in fiction in the context of his
novel The Butterfly Effect at
the Escape Velocity event at
Washington D.C. organized by
The Museum of Science Fiction
and supported by NASA
among others where he also did
L-R: Rajat Chaudhuri, Jeffrey Barber, Leigha McReynolds and a book reading.
Rebecca Stone-Gordon

IN
FORTHCOM

G T IT L E S

fiction/thriller

6

T

ranslated from Bengali Samaresh
Bose's Dissevered portrays the pains
of a newly emergent nation, its conflicting
emotions, presenting the historical events
through the techniques of fiction.

D

alal’s Street is a satirical thriller
of dark humour which explores
the complex interplay of human
relationships and etches out the rise of
the protagonist.

L-R: Rajmohan Gandhi, Prof Hans Hoch and Sudipto Das

Unfolding Novels on
Climate Change

Rajat Chaudhuri was also
invited by the International
Communication Association
(ICA) and Indiana University
to speak at a major
international ICA event. He
gave his ICA presentation at
George Washington University
touching upon climate change
novels, dystopian stories and
allied narratives.

travel

A

visually resplendent book Ganga is
a testimony to the intrinsic spirit
of the sacred river Ganga. It presents
the vivid pulsating spiritual existence of
Indian culture, thriving gloriously down
the ages on the banks of the Ganga.

T
Presentation at George Washington University

Though absent you are always near
Still loved, still missed, still very dear

ranscending from the label of a
children’s book Nalak tells the
journeys of the Buddha and the young
village boy, Nalak. Translated from
Bengali, it is a deeply moving and
profoundly philosophical tale.

D

elhi Heritage—Top 10 Baolis is a
guide to Delhi’s heritage icons and
architectural gems. The first volume in the
series delves into the fascinating history of
forgotten, man-made water structures,
commonly known as baolis or stepwells.
As we loved you, so we miss you
In our memory you are near

IN REMEMBRANCE

An incredible writer, journalist, cartographer, and chronicler,
S. Muthiah passed away on 20 April 2019. He was 89.
Niyogi Books has been fortunate enough to associate
with the ‘Chronicler of Madras’ for The Anglo-Indians:
A 500-Year History. You will be deeply missed as one of
our most revered authors. Gone but never forgotten.
He is survived by two daughters, Ranjani and Parvathy.
His wife, Valliammai Achi, passed away six years back.

Whether Indian literature is a unitary
essence or diverse vernacular literatures,
whether it should evolve its own poetics
or should continue to be governed
by western influences—Prof. K
Sachidanandan's Positions deals with
many such issues.

heritage/culture

In April 2019, Sudipto Das was
invited to speak on Borderland
Narratives of the Bengal
Partition; the event was cosponsored by the India Studies
Fund at the Center for South
Asian and Middle Eastern
Studies, University of Illinois at
Urbana Champaign.

fiction/translation

Unheard Voices of
Bengal Partition

essay

L-R: Trisha De Niyogi, Jawhar Sircar, Kunal Basu, Aparna Sen,
Goutam Ghose (author), Jagannath Guha & Samik Bandopadyay

An extraordinary photojournalist Dhruva N. Chaudhuri passed
away on 18 June 2019. Apart from working for The Statesman,
Delhi, his photographs had been published in various foreign
newspapers and magazines. Niyogi Books has been fortunate
to associate with him for titles like Nirad C. Chaudhuri: Many
Shades, Many Frames; New Delhi Down The Decades: A Behindthe-lens Views of the City; and Delhi Light, Shades, Shadows. He
had a great clarity of vision and an eye for perfection. May his
soul rest in peace.
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